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The home office gives you the opportunity
for living or to run your business 
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Key Features:
* Our project consist of 2 blocks , one for full investment and another one consist of apartments with concept of Home office .

* The home office gives you the opportunity for living or to run your business .

* First 4 floor designed as shopping center to cover your needs and increase your investment vale .

* High investment potential.

* High quality finishing materials.

* Rental guarantee 8 % for 3 years 

* Just on the E5 highway the most important highway in ISTANBUL.





Social facilities 
* Giving you the opportunity to invest in prestige concept     

consist of Shopping mall and home office at the same time.

 * Full security 7/24 .

Nearby 
* 200 meter to the MetroBus , the most important transportation in 

Istanbul .

* 500 meter to Perla vista Shopping mal 

* 200 meter to E5- Highway .

* 30 minutes to Istanbul airport. 

* 10 minutes , to the sea beach in GURPINA  . 

* 10 minutes to Tuyap the biggest center for exhibitions in Turkey . 

* 7 minutes to BUYUK CEKMCE which has amazing beach to have 

fun with your family,

* Just in front of Beykent university.

* 15 minutes to MARMARA park the biggest shopping center in the 

area . 

About Location  
* In BEYLIKDUZU known as the most growing are of   

  Istanbul . 

* The project street full of commercial shops and Bank   

  brunches .

*  Active and easy access area .
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